**TRAIN ROUTE: 890yen (adult)**

1hr.30min. trip
(approx. total including walking/waiting)

Fussa to Hiroyo / Roppongi / Kaminacho

JR (Japan Railways)
720 yen (adult) / 360 yen (child)

Train/Toll fees subject to change without notice.

**INSTRUCTION**

**A** Go to Fussa station - 15 minute walk from the Fussa Gate.

**B** At Fussa station, purchase 720yen train ticket to Ebisu station from the ticket vending machine. Take either the "TOKYO BOUND" Ome Line [recommended] all the way to Shinjuku or "Local" OME LINE to Tachikawa station. In case you take the "TOKYO BOUND" service, skip step C and proceed to step D.

The time schedule for these trains is available in the Yubo Community Center.

**C** At Tachikawa station, transfer to Chuo Line. Take the line to Shinjuku station.

**D** At Shinjuku station, transfer to Yamanote Line toward Shibuya / Shinagawa. Ride on the Yamanote Line to Ebisu station.

**E** At Ebisu station, transfer to the Tokyo Metro Subway Hibiya Line. Go out the west exit of Ebisu station then turn right, and you will see the entrance to the Hibiya Line (MAP A on p.2/2). From Ebisu station, you can go to any of the three different places with 170yen subway ticket (at a ride). PLS skip the following unnecessary steps depending on where you’re going to. After purchasing the ticket, catch the Hibiya Line (toward Ginza / Ueno). If you are going to Hibiya Station, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Roppongi, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Kaminacho, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Shinjuku, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Yotsuya, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Suidobashi, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Hibiya Park, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Yotsuya, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Suidobashi, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Hibiya Park, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Yotsuya, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line. If you are going to Suidobashi, take the 3min. train of the Tokyo Metro Hibiya Line.

**F** For NEW SANNON HOTEL - MAP B on p.2/2 At Hiroko station, turn left and go upstair to the ticket gate. The exit #1 is the closest exit to New Sanno Hotel. Once stopping outside, follow the street toward Hirobashil crossing. After passing the crossing, with Hiroko Garden (Plaza) shopping center on your left and Meidi-ya food store on your right, walk straight until you reach the next intersection with a large pedestrian overpass. Turn left and walk about another minute. New Sanno Hotel will be on your left.

**G** For ROPPONGI / HARD ROCK CAFE - MAP C on p.2/2 At Roppongi station, turn right and go out Exit #1 for Roppongi crossing (exit #3). Once you go outside, walk to the Roppongi crossing, then turn right onto Ganeihgashiri Ave. Walk toward Tokyo Tower until you see McDonald’s on the right. Turn right again, you will see the Hard Rock Cafe.

**H** For TOKYO TOWER - MAP D on p.2/2 At Kamiyacho station, go out the exit for Ikura (Exit #1). Once you go outside, turn left and walk toward Ikura crossing, the embassy of Netherlands should be on your left side. Turn left again at Ikura Crossing, then Tokyo Tower is right in front of you.

(Return trip to Yokota) Please retrace steps, using the bottom-part tracklist indicated on the TRAIN ROUTE chart above, i.e. "map A", 

Take (subway) Hibiya Line back to Ebisu station, At Ebisu, transfer to the JR Yamanote Line and go to Shinjuku station. At Shinjuku, transfer to JR CHOU LINE. At this point, if you can catch one of these "OBE-BOUND" CHOU LINES [see map A on the page 2/2], take it to Fussa all the way without transfer (Rapid / Special Rapid - both O.K.), In case you catch "local" (normal) CHOU LINE (for Takao / Toyota / Tachikawa), take it to Tachikawa (Rapid / Special Rapid - both O.K.), At Tachikawa, transfer to OME LINE - take OME LINE for Ome / Okutama / Milake / Kabe to Fussa sta. At Fussa sta., go out the East Exit for Yokota AB.

USEFUL JAPANESE PHRASE

**α** [Excuse me, please help me to find a train (subway) to ]

- 竜田駅
- 新宿駅
- 世田谷駅
- 大塚駅
- 六本木駅
- 御茶ノ水駅
- 三ノ沢駅
- 新宿駅

**β** [Excuse me, please help me to find a way to ]

- New Sanno Hotel
- Hard Rock Cafe
- Tokyo Tower

Translated by
Sumimase.

All information is subject to change without notice. Maps are not to scale. All estimated times are approximate and stated as guidelines, and are durations when you take the route with normal connections. In some cases you may reach your destination earlier than if stated or vice versa. The Yubo Community Center assumes no responsibility against direct or indirect damage to arise from the use of "Yubo Recreation Center Directions." No federal endorsement intended.